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Dear friends,

As CAIR Coalition reflects on 2021, we want to extend a heartfelt thank you to every member of our community who has stood firmly beside us through the victories, hardships, and heartbreaks alike during this time. **In 2021, we had the honor of working alongside more than 1,500 immigrants in the Capital region in their fights for freedom, safety, and a return home to their communities.** Their stories, combined with the enclosed program highlights, help us envision a better and more just future.

It is news to no one that the past two years have been remarkably challenging. Throughout the ever-shifting reality of the COVID-19 pandemic—and lack of meaningful change in immigration policy, and the many other barriers our immigrant neighbors face, our community has remained dedicated to providing high-quality, holistic services to adults and children in and at risk of detention and deportation.

We should all be proud of our efforts these past two years. We also, though, want to honor and respect the trauma of this time. We have all lost so much and have been unable to gather to comfort each other during the heavy moments, or to share, in person, the celebration of good news. The silver lining, if one is to be found, is that we know this for certain: when tested, our resolve to our clients and our mission is unwavering.

Together, we will keep moving forward, defending one another, and lifting each other up when the path gets difficult. Thank you for joining us in the work to create a fundamentally more welcoming world.

Sincerely,

Kathy Doan
Executive Director

---

**MISSION**

The Capital Area Immigrants’ Rights Coalition strives to ensure equal justice for all immigrant adults and children at risk of detention and deportation in the Capital area and beyond through direct legal representation, Know Your Rights presentations, impact litigation, advocacy, and the enlistment and training of attorneys to defend immigrants.
CAIR Coalition’s Detained Adult Program (DAP) works with hundreds of adults who are detained by the Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) in the Capital region. DAP provides information, legal support, and representation through trauma-sensitive, client-centered service and manages three sub-programs: the Legal Orientation Program (LOP), the Universal Representation Program (URep), and the National Qualified Representative Program (NQRP).

Despite continuing to work from home, navigating the many uncertainties of the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic, and the policy changes of the Biden-Harris Administration’s first year in office, our DAP team was able to provide meaningful support in these ways:

**LEGAL ORIENTATION PROGRAM (LOP)**

CAIR Coalition is among the dozens of nonprofits that provide Legal Orientation (LOP) services in approximately 50 detention centers nationwide. Distinct from direct counsel, LOP provides information to unrepresented immigrants in detention, about their rights and about the immigration court process, so that people in detention can make informed decisions about their legal cases. Our LOP team also works to connect unrepresented people to pro bono counsel whenever possible. This program is funded by the Executive Office of Immigration Review, and is administered by the Vera Institute of Justice.

**NATIONAL QUALIFIED REPRESENTATIVE PROGRAM**

CAIR Coalition is a national expert in the National Qualified Representative Program (NQRP). Through NQRP, CAIR Coalition serves as court-appointed legal representation for otherwise unrepresented immigrants in detention who have severe mental or developmental disabilities. Many of the people we work alongside are survivors of persecution or violence in their countries of origin. Ensuring high-quality legal representation in their immigration cases allows for more fairness in court proceedings.

**UNIVERSAL REPRESENTATION**

CAIR Coalition’s Universal Representation (URep) programs—some of the first of their kind in the nation—provide free in-house legal representation to some immigrants in detention who are residents of Prince George’s County, Baltimore City, the District of Columbia, or Fairfax County. These four jurisdictions allocate local government funding for pilot universal representation programs. In 2020, Prince George’s County converted to a full URep program, thanks to a partnership with Immigrant Justice Corps, becoming the first jurisdiction in the DMV to fund representation for all detained county residents in immigration court!

Here’s why it matters: because there is no right to counsel in immigration court, immigrants in detention face enormous odds in fighting their cases. Representation dramatically increases a person’s chance of success in immigration court—someone who has a lawyer is 10 times more likely to win their case than someone without. Among unrepresented immigrants in detention in Arlington, only 11% are successful in their cases. In Baltimore, that number is even lower, at only 7%. This is in direct contrast to CAIR Coalition’s success rate of over 70% for clients across representation programs. Due to the odds, we strive to provide direct representation as often as we can—and URep helps make this possible!
AFGHAN ASYLUM SEEKERS

In fall 2021, our LOP team saw the arrival of a group of Afghan men who had been airlifted out of Kabul by the United States military and transferred to ICE detention in Virginia after arriving to the Dulles or Philadelphia airports. Some of these men were separated from their families (who were sent to temporary refugee camps at US military bases) at the airport, with no explanation as to why they were being singled out, brought into ICE detention and placed in removal proceedings. These men had been US military translators, contractors, members of the Afghan military, etc., prior to fleeing for their lives.

For those who were unable to obtain counsel, CAIR Coalition rallied our pro bono partners to ensure that every Afghan person detained in Virginia had access to pro bono counsel to fight their cases. We placed cases with Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP, Covington & Burling LLP, and Beveridge & Diamond PC, but also took two cases in-house to ensure that everyone had access to counsel to fight their merits cases.

ICE fiercely contested each of the first three Afghan cases to go to trial, where the men were seeking fear-based protection against deportation to Afghanistan. The immigration judges granted relief in all three cases, thanks to these men telling their stories, in the face of the Department of Homeland Security’s opposition, with support from their attorneys — asylum in Akin Gump and one in-house case, and DCAT (Convention Against Torture) in the other in-house case. Around that time, the two remaining pro bono clients represented by Covington were released from ICE detention and granted Afghan parole benefits. They are now reunited with family in the US and pursuing their asylum cases free from detention!

These cases were among the first post-US government-withdrawal Afghan asylum cases to go to trial in the nation. CAIR Coalition was actively engaged with Project Afghan Legal Assistance, a nationwide collaboration coordinated by Human Rights First, to share sample briefings and other insights gained through these trials with the national network.

There is still a huge gap between the need for legal representation for non-detained evacuated Afghan people who have arrived in United States and those who are still abroad but plan to seek asylum in the US, and the legal services available. To respond to this gap for DC residents and individuals hoping to reunite with DC resident family members, our DC URep program is currently representing several non-detained Afghan individuals seeking asylum and/or humanitarian parole.

896 adults received individual consultations and Know Your Rights presentations.

231 adults received direct representation in immigration court.

99 adults received high-quality legal support as they represented themselves in court.

30 adults were represented on bond, and 13 secured releases!

Dignity Not Detention Act HB 16/SB 478

On December 7, 2021, the Maryland General Assembly successfully overrode Governor Hogan’s veto of the Dignity Not Detention (DND) Act, which passed in spring 2021. This act requires localities to end all ICE Intergovernmental Service Agreements in Maryland by October 1, 2022, so that local jails can no longer serve as immigration detention centers.

Access to Counsel in Immigration Proceedings Program HB 114/SB 129

CAIR Coalition led in the introduction of this State Bill to fund representation of immigrants facing detention and deportation. The program would include representation of immigrants transferred out of Maryland and ensure that those who are detained and cannot afford an attorney would receive representation.

Probation Not Deportation HB 559/ SB 265

CAIR Coalition sponsored this bill to ensure that those who accept Probation Before Judgement—which does not show up on a person’s record as a conviction under Maryland state law—do not experience unintended consequences for their immigration status. Currently, the Maryland Law is considered a conviction under immigrant law. This law would simply ensure that the probation plea no longer triggers detention and deportation of noncitizens.
Miguel’s Story

When CAIR Coalition first met Miguel* in July of 2021, he was facing incarceration and separation from his family for the first time in his life. Having spent more than 20 years in the U.S with Temporary Protected Status (TPS), he feared being returned to his country of origin, having fled to protect his family from the dangers of political and environmental turmoil. However, he did not believe that there were any legal options for him aside from deportation. With the help of CAIR Coalition attorneys, Miguel and his family built a case for his release through a bond motion. Miguel’s bond motion was granted, and he was given the lowest monetary bond possible! But Miguel and his legal team did not stop there. They successfully argued that removal proceedings against Miguel would be illegal – the judge agreed and terminated Miguel’s deportation proceedings altogether. Now, Miguel is home with his grandchildren, his nieces and nephews, and his entire home community in Maryland!

“[CAIR Coalition] told me that there were laws to protect me, and this gave me hope. My legal team always made sure that I knew what was happening, in my case and in court. The attorney knew what to do and fought for me in a way I could not have done in my own. It made me feel like my case and life mattered.”

Francis’ Story

A CAIR Coalition attorney first met Francis* in detention three years ago. He was in the corner by himself. They started talking and quickly learned that he had audio and visual hallucinations on a regular basis. CAIR Coalition assisted Francis in explaining his mental health situation to the court, which ultimately resulted in the court appointing CAIR Coalition to provide Francis with representation.

Over the course of many months, we helped Francis get mental health care in detention, while fighting for his right to stay in the United States. We learned a lot about his past, including the torture and persecution he had experienced in his country of origin, which gave rise to his asylum status. However, the government was trying to take away his right to asylum because of a drug conviction, which he received during a mental health crisis. With great effort, we were able to secure Adjustment of Status, so that Francis was a Legal Permanent Resident (LPR).

However, the story did not end there. Francis did not have anywhere to go upon his release from custody, and ended up back on the streets. Although Francis had been granted LPR status, he was not able to get a physical copy of his green card, due to bureaucratic red tape. His lack of an identification card and proof of lawful residency impeded his ability to get a job and made him vulnerable to wage theft and other abusive practices. CAIR Coalition accompanied him on multiple occasions to appointments, and eventually had to go back to court to get an updated order, so that the government would produce his green card.

After nearly three years of advocacy, Francis finally received his green card in 2021! Since that time, he has been happy and successful, with a beautiful fiancé, and two dogs – Faith and Hope.

*Name changed for safety & privacy.
CAIR Coalition's Detained Children's Program provides legal services to unaccompanied children detained by the Office of Refugee Resettlement (ORR) in Virginia and Maryland, as well as those who are released locally to a sponsor in Virginia, Maryland, and DC.

Clients range in age from toddlers to teens, and include pregnant and parenting minors. The program's services include Know Your Rights presentations, individual consultations, accompanying children to immigration court hearings and free representation, either in-house or with local law firms.

Since January 2021, the number of unaccompanied children seeking humanitarian protection has been on the rise. When children arrive at the southern border, they are first placed in the custody of Customs and Border Protection (CBP), which is responsible for transferring the children to ORR custody within 72 hours. CAIR Coalition is the primary provider of legal assistance to detained children in DC, Maryland and northern Virginia who are held in local ORR facilities. CAIR Coalition continues to see a steady and significant increase in the number of children who are being transferred to the facilities in our region, with a detained population of approximately 150 children on any given week.

The Children's Program also pioneered new forms of advocacy for children in secure detention, successfully facilitating the 'step-down' of multiple children to less restrictive placements.

Diana’s Story

Our client Diana* was granted lawful permanent residence (a green card) in August 2021, more than five years after she arrived in the United States and despite multiple setbacks due to government backlogs. During that time, Diana was a constant support for her younger siblings, helping a Children’s Program attorney secure asylum for her younger brother in late 2020, based on the abuse that they experienced growing up. She is now on a path to citizenship and has been able to travel to visit family members!

*Name changed for safety & privacy.

In the fall of 2021, the Children’s Program was on the front lines of the effort to reunify unaccompanied Afghan minors with their family members or other long-term care providers. The Children’s Program staff worked with over 40 Afghan youth and partnered with national and international organizations to address the unique needs of this population, including supporting better access to culturally and linguistically appropriate services while children were in government custody.

MORE THAN 1,000 children received Know Your Rights presentations.

MORE THAN 80 children were provided with direct representation in immigration court.
The CAIR Coalition Immigration Impact Lab (Lab) brings impact litigation within the Fourth Circuit to challenge barriers to the asylum, due process, and liberty rights of our immigrant neighbors who are at risk of detention and deportation. The Lab also works closely with major law firms, law school clinics, and local immigration and criminal bars to coordinate litigation on cutting-edge issues.

Our impact litigation priorities focus on challenging barriers to asylum, minimizing the immigration consequences of criminal convictions, and protecting due process rights for detained children and adults.

The primary litigation tools we use are appeals of individual cases to the Fourth Circuit and Board of Immigration Appeals, large class action lawsuits, and habeas petitions to challenge prolonged and unlawful detention of adults and children.

**VICTORY OVER “DEATH TO ASYLUM”**

In January 2021, CAIR Coalition and a group of partner organizations blocked a sweeping Trump Administration ruling known as the “Death to Asylum” rule. This rule would have upended asylum so completely that it would have rendered it all but impossible for immigrant children and adults to access the life-saving protection asylum is meant to provide.

This case, *Pangea Legal Services v. Barr*, was filed in partnership by Pangea Legal Services, Dolores Street Community Services, Inc., Catholic Legal Immigration Network, Inc. (CLINIC), and Capital Area Immigrants’ Rights Coalition, following the rule’s publication in December of 2020. The organizations were represented by the Center for Gender & Refugee Studies, the Harvard Immigration and Refugee Clinical Program, and Sidley Austin LLP.

**CARDONA TEJADA V. CRAWFORD**

A federal district court judge granted Mr. Cardona Tejada’s habeas petition, the first habeas petition grant in the Eastern District of Virginia for someone detained under INA 236(a)!

INA 236(a) is the statute for discretionary detention under which the majority of people who are not subject to mandatory no-bond immigration detention are detained. Previously, many had thought a habeas petition could not be filed for someone detained under this statute.

Mr. Cardona Tejada was held in ICE detention for over two years without a bond hearing. The federal court ruled that Mr. Cardona Tejada’s detention was unconstitutional and ordered a bond hearing. This is a foundational decision to challenge prolonged detention and to fight for stronger due process protections for folks in immigration detention! The federal judge also required that, during the bond hearing, the immigration judge consider any appropriate alternatives to detention.

At the bond hearing, the immigration judge ordered that Mr. Cardona Tejada be released on the lowest monetary bond possible of $1,500! We are so grateful to Mr. Cardona Tejada and his team of advocates from the Detained Adult Program and Immigration Impact Lab for their tireless efforts to get this result. Now Mr. Cardona Tejada is finally free from detention and can return home to his loved ones!

The Lab continues to bring cases for folks facing prolonged detention under 1226(a), expanding on this exciting legal precedent for others like Mr. Cardona Tejada.

Victory Over “Death to Asylum” marked the fourth time that CAIR Coalition and partners successfully halted the implementation of asylum bans under the Trump Administration, protecting the fundamental human right to seek safety and protection!
In collaboration with our pro bono partners, we experiment with cutting-edge impact litigation in courts throughout the Fourth Circuit, including Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas, and beyond.

65 individual lawsuits litigated
16 habeas cases litigated
10 amicus briefs filed
10 class action lawsuits litigated

The Lab’s efforts include:

- **Proactive responses to injustices via appeals on issues that have the potential to create better law for our immigrant neighbors.**
- **Litigation during removal proceedings.**
- **Robust mentorship of pro bono teams on habeas petitions, to push back against unconstitutional detention.**

- **Technical support for practitioners litigating appeals to advance the quality of representation in the Fourth Circuit.**
- **Quarterly trainings for private and non-profit immigration and criminal attorneys on Fourth Circuit case law.**
CAIR Coalition’s Social Services Program endeavors to provide a holistic model of service that addresses our clients’ legal, as well as social services needs. From addressing immediate needs—such as housing, food, and clothing, and referrals to medical, mental health, and educational support services—to creating detailed post release plans with wraparound support, our goal is to help ensure that they have the best possible chance of achieving their legal goals and succeeding in their new homes.

The program is also responsible for leading the coordination of independent psychological evaluations. These evaluations can often provide context around mental health diagnoses, which help to identify targeted post release referrals to mental health services providers. The coordination process requires collaboration among legal staff, detention facilities, and our social services team. Mental health evaluations can shed light on any relevant psychiatric history, enabling us to provide our clients with appropriate social and legal services. Our program liaises between the legal team and independent mental health professionals by recruiting and retaining a pool of practitioners who are trained to diagnose, provide clinical and forensic evaluations, provide referrals for further treatment, and serve as expert witnesses in immigration cases, as needed.

---

**In 2021, CAIR Coalition’s Social Services team provided assistance to more than 100 people by:**

- Preparing post-release plans.
- Coordinating and paying for post-release transportation.
- Connecting people with mental health and medical resources.
- Securing safe places to self-quarantine upon release from detention.
- Providing grocery gift cards for people experiencing food insecurity.
- Linking people with additional service providers and community volunteer networks.
- Connecting people with transitional housing programs.
- Assisting with school enrollment.
- Advocating for clients’ self-identified goals for their lives free from detention.

---

**SOCIAL SERVICES**

---

**Jorge’s Story**

Jorge* is a young man who is currently being represented by CAIR Coalition. He entered the United States as an unaccompanied minor after he was forced to flee from his country of origin in fear for his life. Now, at 17 years old, Jorge is hard at work alongside his attorneys in his asylum case, so that he can stay safely at home with his caregiver in the United States. During the COVID-19 pandemic, Jorge’s caregiver has struggled financially, which has taken a toll on their entire family.

CAIR Coalition’s Social Services team has been providing ongoing support for Jorge and his family, to help alleviate some of that stress. Grocery gift cards have helped keep Jorge and his family fed, and transportation coverage has allowed them to meet with their medical care provider to help them stay well through the pandemic. CAIR Coalition is so glad to be able to stand alongside Jorge in support of his own and his family’s physical wellbeing, as well as in his case, so that he is able to stay healthy and strong in his fight for safety.

*Name changed for safety and privacy.
CAIR Coalition’s dedicated team of volunteers support our immigrant neighbors through two programs: the Detention Hotline Program and the Translation & Interpretation Program. Hotline volunteers answer calls from people in detention, taking messages and connecting callers with CAIR Coalition staff, including attorneys, legal assistants, and other legal service providers.

Translation and Interpretation volunteers support detained adults and children by translating documents crucial to their cases, from birth certificates to news articles to legal documents for court. They also provide live interpretation for phone calls between people in detention and their attorneys.

Since March 2020, our volunteers have been helping operate the Detention Hotline remotely from their homes. Their commitment to our work allows us to offer these crucial services free of charge, therefore expanding and deepening our impact.

VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT:

“I became involved with CAIR Coalition in 2019, simply because I wanted to take some action in protest of the injustice of our immigration system. I had the opportunity to volunteer at an immigrant detention facility an hour to the south of where I live. I really believe in CAIR Coalition’s approach of trying to redress the unfairness our legal system shows toward immigrants by connecting them with legal services, where possible, and by offering information helpful in pro se representation. The work that CAIR Coalition’s attorneys do with detained immigrants is so important, and I have been proud to support it in a small way, first as a volunteer at the prison, then as a hotline volunteer from time to time during the pandemic, and also as a regular donor.”

—Emily Ogden

VOLUNTEER PROGRAMS

CAIR Coalition has 240 active volunteers across the United States, Europe, and South America.

12,074 hotline calls answered
1,989 volunteer hours on the hotline
550 translations/interpretations completed
20 languages translated

“For me personally, these visits meant a chance to feel a sense of community with incarcerated folks who are right down the road from me.”
PRO BONO PROGRAM

CAIR Coalition partners with law firms, corporate legal departments, and law school clinics to leverage the work of our staff and volunteers so that, together, we can provide tens of thousands of hours of free legal assistance to immigrants being held in detention facilities in the Capital region.

We are grateful for the staunch support our pro bono partners show for our immigrant neighbors, and for the generosity with which they share their time and talents.

PRO BONO PARTNERS

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP
Alston & Bird LLP
Arent Fox Schiff LLP
Arnold & Porter
Baker Botts LLP
Beach-Oswald Immigration Law Associates PC
Beveridge & Diamond PC
Blessinger Legal PLLC
Bracewell LLP
Bradley Arant Boult Cummings LLP
Bruch Hanna LLP
Bryan Cave Leighton Paisner LLP
Butler Snow LLP
Calderón Seguin PLC
Cassidy Levy Kent (USA) LLP
Cooley LLP
Covington & Burling LLP
Crowell & Moring LLP
Curtis, Mallet-Prevost, Colt & Mosle LLP
Dechert LLP
DLA Piper
Eversheds Sutherland LLP
Faegre Drinker Biddle & Reath LLP
Fish & Richardson PC
Freddie Mac
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP
Gibson, Dunn & Crutcher LLP
Gilbert LLP
Goodwin Procter LLP
Greenspun Sharp PC
Hewlett Packard Enterprise
Hogan Lovells US LLP
Hunton Andrews Kurth LLP

Jezic & Moyse LLC
Jones Day
Katten Muchin Rosenman LLP
Kirkland & Ellis LLP
Lathrop GPM LLP
Little Mendelson PC
Mayer Brown LLP
McDermott Will & Emery
McKenna & Associates, PC
Montagut & Sobral, PC
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP
Murray Osorio PLLC
O’Melveny & Myers LLP
Orrick, Herrington, & Sutcliffe LLP
Paul Hastings LLP
Perkins Coie LLP
Rodriguez Law Group
Sanford Heisters Sharp LLP
Saul Ewing Arnstein & Lehr LLP
Sidley Austin LLP
Skadden, Arps, Slate, Meagher & Flom LLP
Steptoe & Johnson LLP
Van Ness Feldman LLP
Venable LLP
Vinson & Elkins LLP
White & Case LLP
Wiley Rein LLP
Williams & Connolly LLP
Wilkinson Stekloff LLP
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati
Womble Bond Dickinson LLP
Zuckerman Spaeder LLP
ZwillGen PLLC

Throughout 2021, more than 300 pro bono attorneys from our partner firms represented clients in more than 200 cases, and donated more than 22,000 hours!

PRO BONO PROGRAM

During the course of the year, pro bono teams accepted:

Full-scope representation for adults and children in deportation proceedings.

Limited-scope representation on bond and ICE release requests, prosecutorial discretion requests, BIA and federal court appeals, and other federal court litigation, such as habeas petitions and class actions.

Assistance with CAIR Coalition’s advocacy work and special research projects.
Sisi’s Story

Thanks to his own perseverance, and that of his pro bono teams, CAIR Coalition-referred client Sisi* began 2022 free from detention for the first time in almost a decade!

When he was still a minor, Sisi was transported to the U.S. by a drug trafficking organization, who forced him, at gunpoint, to swallow 86 pellets of heroin. Since arriving in the U.S., he has cooperated with law enforcement and had even testified against the head of the drug trafficking organization.

Despite the length and difficulty of his path to freedom, Sisi did not give up hope. Now that his efforts have paid off, CAIR Coalition continues to stand alongside him and connect him with holistic post-release assistance.

During his years in detention, Sisi was able to get married, build a relationship with his wife’s family, and develop his cooking skills. Now, post-detention, Sisi is focusing on his well-being, with the love and support of the community around him.

Sisi held on and fought his case with the help of his dedicated pro bono attorneys, who unwaveringly championed his cause:

- Francesca Morency and James Sasso, of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP, represented Sisi in his T-visa application (a kind of visa available to people who have survived human trafficking), working tirelessly into the night to finish Sisi’s application so that he could avoid imminent deportation.

- Mike Ward, of Alston & Bird LLP—who is one of CAIR Coalition’s go-to pro bono appellate attorneys, as well as a donor and member of our Legal Advisory Committee (LAC)—provided his irreplaceable expertise to represent Sisi at the Board of Immigration Appeals. Mike continues to carry on as Sisi’s legal counsel before the Fourth Circuit, which has recently granted a stay of removal pending resolution of the petition for review.

- Finally, Eileen Blessinger, of Blessinger Legal PLLC—another dedicated donor and LAC member—and Shazreh Khan, of Torture Abolition and Survivors Support Coalition International, zealously fought for Sisi in his application for protection under the Convention Against Torture.

Sisi’s release was made possible by his own determination and resilience, along with the combined effort of these talented attorneys, and the CAIR Coalition community.

*Name changed for safety & privacy.

If you or your firm are interested in partnering with CAIR Coalition, please contact Jennifer Grishkin, Managing Attorney, Pro Bono Coordination at jennifer@caircoalition.org.
PHILANTHROPIC SUPPORT

We are humbled by the generosity of the CAIR Coalition community. In 2021, individuals, households, foundations, law firms, corporations, and other entities contributed over $1.6 million to help advance our mission to ensure equal justice for all immigrants at risk of detention and deportation in the Capital area and beyond.

DEFENDERS OF DIGNITY ($1,000+)

Defenders of Dignity is an intimate community of supporters whose annual contributions of $1,000 and above support our most urgent needs while allowing us to remain flexible, especially during times of uncertainty.

INDIVIDUALS

Helen and Bill Ackerman*
Abigail Agresta
Anonymous
Emily Armstrong
Lili Beit
Ava Benach
Catherine Bernard and Joshua Singer
Molly Bernstein and Orion Cox
Sarah and Daniel Blynn
Laura W. and George W. Bush
Deborah Carliner and Robert A. Remes
Marinn Carlson and Darren McClure
Mercedes and Brendan Carroll*
Monica Castillo and Vincent van Panhuys
Charles Cerf
Holly Chatham and Patrick Wood
Himedes Chicas*
Vivek Chopra
Julie Anne Cook
Lynne Cripe and Raymond Bonniwell*
Meg Crowie and Robert B. Nicholas*
Jennifer and Lee Davis *
Martin Dickinson
Judson Dolphin
Matt Downs
Rachael and Matthew Edenbaum
Stacy and Nadeem Elshami*
Margaret Emery and Massimo Calabresi
Kathryn Epstein
Andrew Ewalt
Joan and Jon Fee*
David and Mary-Ellen Friedland
Daniel Frisch
Stephanie Gee

Patricia and Michael Genz
Ginger Geoffrey and John Andelin
Lucille Glassman
Lewis Goldfrank
Debbie Goldman
Wilfred (George) Grandison
Karen Grisez
Michele Hansen
Alex Hemmer
Clare Herington and Lawrence Platt
Christopher J. Herrling
Miriam and Mark Hetfield
Judith Hall Howard and Theodore A. Howard
Rafeeqa Hussain
Tasneem Hussain and Todd Pilcher
Rachel Iskow
Jon Jacobs
Christy Jones
Matthew Kaiser
Diane and Albert Kaneb
Larry Katzman
Sally and Joseph Keyes
Jane and Paul Khoury
Jocelyn Kmet
Christopher and Erin Korves
Cindy and Robert Lawrence
Yoon-Young Lee and Matt Regan
Samantha and Matt Lee*
Timothy Lee
Mike and Wen LePore
Lena and David Lewis
Walter Lohmann Jr.
Michela Masson
Sarah McRae

Martin Mellett
Tanaz Moghadam and Patrick Laurel
Barbara Myers and Tom Gallagher*
Mary & Fred Nehrling
David Neigus
Susan Ness and Lawrence Schneider*
Daniel Park
Edward Patterson
Sheena Pegarido and Alexander Pompa
Michael Plowgian
Rosa Puech and Peter Schechter*
E. Carmen Ramirez and Andrew Genz*
William Reynolds and Daryl Muller
Scott Risner
Tracy A. Roman*
Lawrence Rosenberg
Cassie Russell
Eileen and Mark Schmelzel
Dianne and Perry Seiffert
Deborah and David Shipler
Andrés Sierra-Jones
Christopher Sorrel
Caitlin Talmadge
Samantha Trepel and Aaron Lemon-Strauss*
Brent Tweddle
John Walsh
Michael Walsh*
Sara Waterman
Jill Weiler
Kaitlin Welborn
Callie Weston
Wendy White
Elaine Wilson

*Galaxy Sponsor

CAIR Coalition made every effort to ensure the accuracy of these donor listings. If there appears to be an omission or error, please accept our sincere apologies and contact us at development@caircoalition.org.
INSTITUTIONAL SUPPORT

Thank you to our institutional partners! The philanthropic commitment of institutions is critical to our mission of ensuring equal access to justice for all immigrants. Our collective efforts have proven time and time again the undeniable power of community. Together, we can help uplift the voices of others and contribute to meaningful change in the lives of those who are seeking brighter futures.

CORPORATIONS, LAW FIRMS, AND BUSINESSES

Akin Gump Strauss Hauer & Feld LLP*
Alston & Bird LLP*
Arent Fox Schiff LLP*
Arnold & Porter*
Baker & McKenzie LLP*
Baker Botts LLP*
Benach Collopy LLP*
Beveridge & Diamond PC*
Brownstein Hyatt Farber Schreck*
Buckley LLP*
CareFirst*
CityBridge Foundation
Cooley LLP *
Covington & Burling LLP *
Cox Farms Virginia
Crowell & Moring LLP *
DLA Piper LLP
Friends of Don Beyer
Fish & Richardson P.C. *
Freddie Mac*
Freshfields Bruckhaus Deringer LLP
Fried, Frank, Harris, Shriver & Jacobson LLP *
FWD.us*
The Gibson, Dunn, & Crutcher Foundation*
Hewlett Packard Enterprise*
Hogan Lovells US LLP *
Katten Muchin Rosenman Foundation, Inc.
Mayer Brown LLP*
McDermott, Will & Emery LLP*
Morgan, Lewis & Bockius LLP*
O’Melveny & Myers LLP*
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP*
Paul Hastings LLP*
Perkins Coie LLP*
Sanford Heisler Sharp LLP*
Sidley Austin LLP*
The Steptoe Foundation*
Venable Foundation*
Vinson & Elkins LLP*
White & Case LLP*
Wiley Rein LLP*
Williams & Connolly LLP*
Wilmer Cutler Pickering Hale and Dorr LLP*
Wilson Sonsini Goodrich & Rosati Foundation*
Zuckerman Spaeder LLP*

*Gala Sponsor

FOUNDATIONS

Allianz Foundation for North America
Amalgamated Charitable Foundation
Anonymous Foundation
Anonymous Foundation
Bernard and Anne Spitzer Charitable Trust
Diane and Norman Bernstein Foundation
The Daum Foundation
DC Bar Foundation
Galloogly Family Foundation
Greater Washington Community Foundation
Herb Block Foundation
Holy Trinity Catholic Church
The Lois and Richard England Family Foundation
Maryland Bar Foundation
Mecklenburg Bar Foundation
The Miller-Wehrle Family Foundation
The Morris and Gwendolyn Cafritz Foundation
Morton K. and Jane Blaustein Foundation
NC IOLTA
Nora Roberts Foundation
Philip L. Graham Fund
Stanley and Lucy Lopata Foundation
Venable Foundation
Virginia Law Foundation
Westmoreland Congregational United Church of Christ
Zanvyl and Isabelle Krieger Fund

“The Daum Foundation is proud to support CAIR Coalition and the Immigration Impact Lab. The extraordinary work by the Lab team is driving major change for our legal system, to the benefit of CAIR Coalition’s clients and so many others. The success of the Lab and its many legal victories are a testament to the CAIR Coalition team’s unique blend of creativity and legal acumen.”

—Margaret Daum, The Daum Foundation
“At the heart of every effective organization are passionate people who truly believe in their mission. As an immigrant who understands what being together as a family in America meant to my parents, I am grateful for organizations like CAIR Coalition whose people fight every day to protect and advocate for immigrants’ rights, especially those who may not understand the U.S. judicial system. That’s why when I was asked to be a Board member, it was truly a no-brainer.”

–Sheena Pegarido, Board Member
CAIR Coalition is grateful for our fellowship partners, including Avodah, Boston College, Equal Justice Works, Gallogly Family Foundation, and Immigrant Justice Corps.
CAIR Coalition is grateful for the service of Sarah Besnoff, Lee Davis, Deoea Gaskin, Carla Jordan-Detamore, Henry Liu, and Lindsay Wardlaw, for completing their terms on the LAC between Fall 2021 and Spring 2022. We look forward to working with Lee, Deoea, and Henry as our newest members on our Board of Directors.

“I got involved with the LAC because a colleague who was already working with CAIR Coalition knew I had an interest in asylum work. And while there are many organizations that champion asylum work, I specifically love working with CAIR Coalition because of its focus on asylees who are detained and the work the team does to develop helpful legal precedent.”

—Alicia Burns-Wright, Legal Advisory Committee Member

*As of Spring 2022*
WAYS TO GIVE

Are you interested in joining us in the pursuit of a more welcoming world? Here are a few ways you can stand alongside our immigrant neighbors.

DONATE

Gifts of all sizes are important in sustaining our work and advancing our mission. To give online, visit caircoalition.org/donate. Consider joining the #TeamJuntosXMás and become a monthly recurring donor today.

If you prefer to donate by mail, please send a check made out to “CAIR Coalition” to:
1025 Connecticut Avenue NW, Suite 701, Washington, DC 20036.

CAIR Coalition also welcomes gifts and grants via IRA, donor-advised funds, and charitable foundations. To make a gift over the phone, contribute via wire transfer, or if you are interested in donating a gift of stock, please contact us by email at development@caircoalition.org or by phone at (202) 899-3987.

JOIN OUR VOLUNTEER TEAM!

Opportunities include becoming a Detention Hotline and/or a Translation and Interpretation Volunteer. Detention Hotline Volunteers connect people in immigration detention with CAIR Coalition staff (Spanish proficiency is helpful, but not required), deliver follow-up messages related to individual cases, and more. Our Translation and Interpretation Volunteers help translate court documents for our clients and provide live interpretation support. Sharing your time and talents can help ensure that CAIR Coalition can provide equal access to justice for all clients from all parts of the world!

To learn more, visit caircoalition.org/how-to-help/volunteering. Questions? Email Naomi Turner at naomi@caircoalition.org.

DOUBLE (OR EVEN TRIPLE!) THE IMPACT OF YOUR GIFT THROUGH A CORPORATE GIFT

Many companies offer to match an employee’s charitable donation to an approved 501(c)(3) organization. To find out if your employer qualifies, and to take advantage of a corporate match, visit caircoalition.org/matching-gifts.

Questions? Email matchgifts@caircoalition.org or call (202) 899-3987.

PURCHASE CAIR COALITION MERCHANDISE VIA BONFIRE

Treat yourself or your fellow immigration advocates to cozy CAIR Coalition loungewear! Show off your community spirit with hoodies, crew neck sweatshirts, long- and short-sleeved t-shirts, and baby onesies, featuring artwork by Jess X. Snow and Terrick Gutierrez.

Visit our shop at bonfire.com/store/cair-coalition-store/.

TRIBUTE GIFTS

Donating to CAIR Coalition is a thoughtful gesture to honor a friend or family member while also supporting children and adults in detention. You can also dedicate your gift in memory of a loved one, as a celebration of their legacy.

LEGACY GIFTS

Whether it’s naming CAIR Coalition in your will and living trust, or as a partial beneficiary of your life insurance policy or retirement assets, legacy gifts contribute to the sustainability of CAIR Coalition. Please consult with your financial advisor to discuss the tax implications of these options.